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Session 2: Finding Funding & 

Writing a Winning Grant 

Proposal
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• Dr. Hannah Burrack (MSU)

Professor & Chairperson, Department of Entomology

Experience with training & collaborative research in Peru and Brazil

Area of expertise: Integrated Pest Management, Invasive Species Biology & 

Management, Specialty Crop Management

• Dr. David Hughes (PSU CETCIL)

Dr. David Hughes is the Director of the Current and Emerging Threats to Crops 

Innovation Lab. He holds the Huck Chair in Global Food Security and is the 

founder of PlantVillage. His background is rainforest ecology studying fungal 

parasites of ants which he has given up to focus 100% on food security and 

climate change.

• Dr. Callista Rakhmatov (MSU)

Dr. Callista Rakhmatov is a global network specialist in the College of Agriculture 

and Natural Resources. She has over eight years of experience developing grants 

for a variety of funders. 



Session Goal

After this session, participants should be:

- Prepared to search for grant programs appropriate for their particular projects

- Able to identify & reach out to potential collaborators

- Prepared to complete a logic model

The goal of this session is to familiarize participants with the 

grant writing process



Useful Vocabulary
Basic science: Research on a topic that is not directly useable by an “end user”. For 

example, research on subatomic particles, sequencing a genome, or describing the structure 

of a protein.

Applied science: Research on a topic that will translate into a useful 

recommendation/tool/product for an end user. Applications can be near term (usually 5 

years or less), mid term (usually 5-10 years), or long term (usually 10 years or more).

Translational science: Research or activities that work to deliver the results of applied 

research to end users. In the US land grant university system, extension is a key 

translational science method.

Request for applications (RFA)/Request for proposals (RFP)/Program solicitation: The 

funding agency’s description of the grant opportunity and instructions for applying.

Investigator: Participants in the grant. Principal investigators (PIs) are usually the leaders of 

a project, and co-PIs or co-investigators contribute to part of the project.



How do you find grant opportunities?
Government funding

In the United States, this includes:

Department of Defense (DOD) - basic, applied & translational research related to national 

security. 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) - basic, applied & translational research on human health. 

National Science Foundation (NSF) - basic, applied & translational research in the physical, 

biological, and social sciences.

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) - basic, applied & translational research relating 

to agricultural production. 

United States State Department Agency for International Development (USAID) - applied & 

translational research related to international development goals.

Non governmental organizations

In the United States, this includes:

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - basic, applied & translational research related to human health 

& global development.

University internal grants & partnerships

Private industry - may include non disclosure agreements or other legal frameworks

TIP: Read the “Acknowledgement” sections of presentations & papers in your area of 

interest



Interpreting Requests for Proposals/Applications

Important information found in the RFA:

1. Deadline - When is the proposal due?

2. Budget requirement

a. Budget limits - How much money can you ask for?

b. Overhead/indirect cost rate - How much money can your institution 

charge for administration?

3. Program priorities

a. Program purposes & goals - What outcomes do they want to achieve?

b. Project types - What type of work will they fund?

4. Submission details

a. Page limit

b. Other materials needed (CV, Current & Pending, Support Letters, etc)

5. Program contact information - Who can you contact with questions?



Interpreting Requests for Proposals/Applications

Exploring an RFP:

https://plantvillage.psu.edu/topics/cetc-il-request-for-proposals/infos

https://plantvillage.psu.edu/topics/cetc-il-request-for-proposals/infos


Finding Collaborators
Many grant programs are restricted to certain groups.

For example, most USDA NIFA grant programs are only to scientists at public, land grant universities (like MSU).

Other grants may only be available to scientists at universities that grant PhDs or residents of a certain country.

If you do not fall into the eligible group, you must find someone who does to be the lead investigator on the project.

The best collaborators are people you already know, but if you’re seeking new contacts...

Identify someone who is active in the area you are interested in.

-Read their website: https://www.canr.msu.edu/people/hannah-burrack

-Review their publications: 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=h9Xm6icAAAAJ&view_op=list_works&sortby=pubdate

-Bring a concrete idea and an plan to them.

- Identify potential programs

- Determine what your role would be & the funding you would need

- Make it a win-win

-Discuss data management, data sovereignty, and credit/authorship for resulting collaborative products before 

agreeing to work together

https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=h9Xm6icAAAAJ&view_op=list_works&sortby=pubdate


The Proposal Writing Process

Start writing as early as possible!

My typical order of operations:

Use language similar to that in the RFA to articulate your project goals and 

objectives.

If the RFA provides evaluation criteria or expected sections, use this as section 

headers in the proposal to help reviewers find information.

Methods
Rationale & 

Anticipated 

Impacts

Rough 

Objectives 

(What do I 

want to do?)

Budget (Can I 

afford to do 

what I want to 

do?)



General Proposal Structure

Introduction

Rationale/Justification

Previous Research

Goal(s)

Objectives

Methods

Anticipated Results/

Impacts

Broader Impacts



Proposal Sections
Introduction (may also be called Rationale, Justification, Background in RFA)

-Should include information on program priorities & how this project addresses them

-Should include sufficient background information for audience

-For an expert review panel, include significant peer reviewed references

-For stakeholders/practitioners/end users, include information demonstrating you understand their needs

-Include appropriate preliminary data (may also be included in Methods/Approach)

Objectives (often associated with hypotheses)

-The specific activities your project will undertake

Objectives should be:

Focused. Overall goals of the project may be broad. Objectives are undertaken to achieve goals.

Specific. They should state clearly what you want to accomplish.

Appropriate. They should be achievable within the timeline of the project and with the funding requested.

Hypothesis driven. You should be able to clearly identify hypotheses that are being tested in each objective. Depending on the 

program targeted, the hypotheses may or may not appear directly in the proposal.

Approach/Methods

-Include detail sufficient for the audience.

-For an expert review panel, demonstrate your understanding of the state of the art through references

-Use only enough detail needed for the target audience to understand

-Use preliminary data to demonstrate proposed methods work

-Avoid the use of jargon and use simple language (first person active voice)

-Ensure methods are appropriate for budget (# of samples, field sights, students, etc)

-If permits or regulatory approval is required, demonstrate you understand this in Methods (e.g. Visa, shipping permits)

-Timeline of activites

Anticipated results (may also be called “Impacts” or “Outputs”)

-Explain what you anticipate finding and how you will use the information generated.

-May also include “Future Directions” based on anticipated results



Proposal Review Process

Panels generally rank proposals as:

Outstanding, High Priority, Medium Priority, Low Priority, and Do Not 

Fund

Outstanding proposals 

are excellent fits for 

program, are likely to 

succeed and produce 

useful result, are well 

written, and generally 

funded.

High priority proposals 

are usually good fits for 

the program, are likely to 

produce interesting 

results but may have 

notable room for 

improvement. High 

priority proposals are 

generally considered 

fundable.

Medium priority proposals 

are usually appropriate 

for the program but 

contain significant flaws 

in methods, writing, etc. 

They may also be strong, 

well written proposals that 

address issues of minor 

importance. Medium 

priority proposals may be 

funded in instances 

where funds remain after 

Outstanding and High 

priority proposals are 

funded.

Low priority proposals 

may address an issue 

that is appropriate to the 

program but are 

significantly flawed. There 

is some merit to the 

proposal, but Low priority 

proposals are usually not 

funded as written.

Proposals 

ranked Do Not 

Fund are either 

inappropriate for 

the program or 

so poorly written 

as to be 

interpretable.



How to write a winning proposal

• Write the grant that will be funded

• Writing is editing (you should be writing every day)

• You are a storyteller

• Speak to the program officer

• What is a unique element you have to offer to a partner if you collaborate 

on a grant?

• Make sure the partnership is equitable

• Success = a history of failure



www.feedthefuture.gov


